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Wednesday 21st April 2021 
 
Rewards and Class Dojo 
 
Dear Parents and Carers 
 
Rewarding the children for excellent effort, super learning and behaviour that meets or goes beyond our 
expectations is very important to us. In rewarding these things we aim for the reward to be as immediate 
as possible and for it to be given in most cases by class staff who are working with the children. We have 
done this as the children have repeatedly said to us in various pupil voice discussions that these two 
aspects are really important to them. Although these aims remain very important to us, we want to 
regularly evaluate what we do in this area and the impact it is having. To check this, we surveyed the 
children, parents and carers and staff before Easter. We have reformed our use of Class Dojo and rewards 
on the basis of what we found out in these recent surveys. 
 
Class Dojo 
 
Class Dojo will be used for the following communications: 

 General class messages that will include homework and other aspects of class life 

 Positive messages to individual families 

 The learning the children have been doing in class 

 School positive messages and whole school events 
 
Rewards 
 

Year Groups Rewards 

Foundation Praise from adults in class, success celebrated on the class recognition 
board, stickers given to the children based on class recognition with 
positive messages sent home and short whole class rewards like extra 
play. 

Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3 Praise from adults in class, Dojo points, success celebrated on the class 
recognition board, star of the day or star of the week linked to the 
recognition board, positive Dojo messages, telephone calls home and 
short whole class rewards like extra play.  

Year 4, Year 5 and Year 6 Praise from adults in class, success celebrated on the class recognition 
board, star of the day or star of the week linked to the recognition 
board, positive Dojo messages, telephone calls home and short whole 
class rewards like extra play. 

Whole School Rewards 

 Staff regularly send children to me to celebrate the great learning they have produced. They may go 
on their class recognition board for the day or I may send a Dojo message home.  

 Daily Headteacher Heroes identified around school with a celebration with the child and Dojo 
messages sent home to celebrate success with the family.  

 Weekly Headteacher Heroes with one child identified by staff in each Foundation Stage 2 class and 
Key One classes during one week and Key Stage Two classes the next week. The Headteacher 
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celebrates success with the children and telephones the families to share the children’s success.  

 Headteacher recommends books to borrow for those children showing enthusiasm for class 
reading. 

 
The Recognition Board 
 
The recognition board is a way to praise the children and ensure everyone in the class can see their success 
for the whole day. Sometimes it will be linked to aspects of learning the class are focusing on and 
sometimes the focus will be linked to positive behaviour. The celebration of the children’s success is 
instant and given by the staff who are working with the children.  
 
Changes to Dojo Points 
 
The older children were much more motivated by the recognition board and positive messages home than 
by Dojo points. That is why we are not continuing with this system in these year groups. However, as Dojos 
are new in Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3, the children are motivated by them and they will continue in these 
year groups. However, a number of parents commented in their survey returns they wanted the 
statements which show what they are rewarded for to be clearer and more meaningful. The statements in 
Year 1, Year 2 and Year 3 will therefore change.  
 
I hope the letter gives you a brief insight into rewards at our school and how they have changed as a result 
of the surveys completed by children, parents and staff. If you have any further questions about rewards or 
Class Dojo, please contact me via the school telephone number of 01709 760471, or email 
school@wce.jmat.org.uk or chat to me at a distance in the school playground.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
Mr Beevor 
Headteacher 
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